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Abstract 
 

In this paper it will be introduced an overview of the work developed for the evaluation of the 

ductility requirements variation with the type of seismic action. Knowing that ductility is, in a 

general way, a good measure of the inelastic deformation capacity that a structure can support 

when submitted to a seismic action, without occurring a significant lost of its structural integrity, 

the primary aim of the presented study is to try to demonstrate that the ductility requirements of 

a structure vary according to the type of the seismic action.  

Using a seismic action with very regular characteristics, a simple structure of reinforcement 

concrete was dimensioned, assuming a certain behaviour coefficient. Subsequently, this 

structure is submitted to the actuation of other seismic actions, with characteristics that differ 

considerably among them. The distance to the epicentre and the type of soil where the structure 

is implemented are the major characteristics that distinguish the seismic actions. 

It was demonstrated that situations where the seismic actions are the impulsive type, typical 

Characteristic of near-fault actions, can lead to very different ductility requirements of those 

obtained to a more regular action. The influence of the foundation soil type in the distribution of 

the ductility requirements in the structure was also analysed. 

 

1. Introduction 
 
The actual codes approaches the safety verification in reinforced concrete structures based on 

the criteria that consider the nonlinear dynamic behaviour in structures, intending, this way, to 

assure a adequate hysteretic behaviour, when these are subject to seismic actions. However, 

the assumption of the non linear behaviour doesn’t constitute, yet, the type of analysis 

frequently used on project activities, being generally assumed this behaviour through the 

concept of behaviour coefficient.  

This coefficient consists in the value through which the forces obtained in the structure through 

a linear analysis are reduced, when this is submitted to a seismic action. Thus, using this 

coefficient one is defining the level of forces for each structural element is designed, assuming 

that these will have a non linear behaviour.  

In the study, using a seismic action with very regular characteristics, it was non linearly 

dimensioned a simple structure of reinforcement concrete, assuming a determined behaviour 

coefficient. Subsequently, it was induced in the structure the actuation of other seismic actions 

with characteristics that differ considerably among them, being the distance to the epicentre and 
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the type of soil of structure’s foundation, the primary differences between the seismic actions 

employed. 

In this paper, the ductility requirements are expressed as being the relation between the 

maximum non linear relative displacements and the yielding relative displacements occurred in 

each floor of the structure. 

So, the principal objective is to try to demonstrate that the ductility requirements vary according 

to the type of seismic action that the structure solicits since is expectable that changes in the 

characteristics of the seismic action type acting in the structure induce substantially different 

ductility requirements in that same structure. 

 
2. Structure  
The structure selected for the study’s development is presented in plant in figure 1. It was opted 

to accomplish an analysis of a plain and not a three-dimensional structure to simplify the 

analysis of results. The frame used in the study, as a plain structure, is showed in the following 

figure. 

 

 
Figure 1 – Structure’s plant 

 

Table 1 presents the dimensions of sections considered in each type of element considered in 

the frame. It is focused that the orientation of the piers major dimensions are in the 

perpendicular plan that of the frame.  
 

Table 1 – Dimensions of sections 

Piers Beams 

Externals (m) Internals (m) Centrals (m) (m) 

6,04,0 ×  7,04,0 ×  7,045,0 ×  8,03,0 ×  
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The considered height between floors is three metres, being the total number of structure floors, 

eight. 

 

The material used in the structure in all of its elements is the concrete of category C35/40. As is 

referred in Eurocode 2 (CEN 1992 – 1-1, 2004), the Young’s module of this class of concrete is 

33,5GPa. Because one intends to analyse a structure when it’s subject to seismic actions, the 

reinforced and prestressed concrete regulation (R.E.B.A.P., 2005) allows increasing this value 

in 25%, thus being obtained as an elasticity module the value 41.875GPa.  

With these data it was obtained the subsequent value for the fundamental frequency: 

Hzf lfundamenta 255,1=  

 
3. Structural model 
In this study, it was chosen as a hysteretic model the bilinear model with hardening. In figure 2, 

it is presented the moment-rotation graph which characterizes the hysteretic behaviour imposed 

to the plastic hinges existent in the structure. 
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Figure 3 – Hysteretic behaviour environment of the plastic hinges section 

 

Where θK  represents the equivalent elastic stiffness on the plastic hinges, 
cedM  express the 

value of the yielding moment and 
cedθ  represents the value of the rotation in the plastic hinge 

when the yielding moment is reached. We must emphasize the fact that one has considered 

that the hardening stage shows a constant growth in order of 1% of the elastic stiffness 

equivalent to the plastic hinge. 

 

4. Seismic actions and their main characteristics 
The seismic action that has been chose to suit as the structure dimensioning base and, 

consequently, to the non linear modelling of the frame is the El Centro’s earthquake.  
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This earthquake was recorded in El Centro, California, in 19/05/1940, with duration of 

approximately 12s, being gathered all the information concerning this action in PEER (P.E.E.R, 

2007).  

Table 2 presents, the characteristics of the other seismic actions considered in the study. 

It should also be noted that characteristics as the peak acceleration, the distance to the seismic 

epicentre, soil type and spectral values are differentiation parameters between the seven 

actions chosen. 

In a near-fault earthquake, recorded close to the epicentre, exists the tendency to appear 

accelerations’ peak, in its acelerogram, very similar to a unique and very strong impulse (figure 

4), or the record of accelerations zone whose values are maintained with the same signal during 

a period of significative time (figure 5), being this area once more resembled to a strong and 

unique impulse. 

This form of seismic action can induce serious risks to the structure due to the fact of being 

present a considerable energy concentration in a unique cycle, having as a particularity an 

induction of sudden and high displacements in the soil, which are characterized for resembling 

to impulses. 

A distant earthquake usually presents very high accelerations in the epicentre’s zone, but due to 

its distance, regarding the structure localization, a significative part of that energy is lost along 

the journey. The unique impulse phenomenon is no longer felt, occurring a bigger 

standardization of the acceleration cycles, that is, the impulses referred formerly give origin to a 

seismic wave with a bigger character of vibration. Thus, it shows the traditional aspect of 

earthquake, as it is illustrate in figure 6.   

 

Table 2 – seismic actions and their major characteristics 
 

Earthquake Station 
(*) 

Occurrence 
date 

Duration 
(s) 

Peak 
acceleration 

( g ) 
Distance Soil Type 

Chi-Chi 68 TCU068 20/09/99 90 0,46 Near-fault - 

Imperial 
Valley CDMG958 15/10/79 38 0,6 Near-fault - 

San 
Fernando CDMG279 09/02/71 42 1,23 Near-fault - 

LomaPrieta CDMG47379 18/10/89 40 0,47 Distant Coherent 
hard 

Northridge USC90013 17/01/94 30 0,52 Distant Coherent 
medium 

Chi-Chi 28 CHY028 20/09/99 90 0,82 Distant Coherent 
soft 

Kobe TAKAR.090 16/01/95 41 0,69 Distant Incoherent 

 

 
(*) – Designation conferred by the site Peer Strong Motion database, Berkeley University, 2007 
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Figure 4 – Typical acelerogram of a near-fault earthquake – acceleration peak 

Imperial Valley Earthquake 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5 – Typical acceleration of a near-fault earthquake – values of acceleration with the 

same signal during a determined period of time 

San Fernando Earthquake 
 

 

 
 

Figure 6 – Typical acelerogram of a distant earthquake 

Northridge Earthquake 
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Regarding the characterization of the soil type, exists a direct correlation between the 

propagation velocity of the seismic waves with the type of soil where the structure is 

implemented. A stiff soil (coherent hard soil) presents higher propagation velocities than a soft 

soil (incoherent soil). In this way, consulting the propagation velocities of the seismic waves 

present for each type of seismic action (P.E.E.R., 2007), one associates one type of soil that be 

compatible with the obtained values. Table 3 aims to illustrate the stipulated correlations. 

 

Table 3 – Type of soil associated to propagation velocities 
 

Propagation velocity (m/s) Associated type of soil 

Velocity ≥ 750 Coherent hard 

750 > Velocity ≥ 360 Coherent medium 

360 > Velocity ≥ 180 Coherent soft 

Velocity < 180 Incoherent 

 
 
At the level of the spectral values, the seismic actions employed in the study are pretty unequal 

among them, not being possible, to accomplish a direct comparison of the ductility’s 

requirements between the various actions. It was decoded to achieve a correction of the 

response spectres and action acelerograms referred in table 2. In this correction, the implicit 

idea is to use for the various earthquakes the same spectral acceleration value for the first 

frequency of the structure, and for it to be coincident with the spectral acceleration value 

obtained for the El Centro earthquake. These corrections are essential for one to be able to 

proceed to a comparison of the effects that the seismic action induces in the structure in terms 

of ductility’s requirements.    

 
5. Results analysis 
 
The ductility requirements, for each seismic action, are expressed through the relationship 

between the nonlinear displacements between floors and the yielding displacements between 

floors of the structure, being understood as maximum ductility the bigger value of ductility 

requirements among all floors of the structure, and as minimum ductility the smaller of these 

values. Medium ductility is defined as being the average of the ductility requirements. 

It is still analysed the difference between the maximum and minimum ductility (ε ), because if 

the relation between these values is very high, we are in the presence of an action that induces 

in the structure a range of very varied displacements. The next table illustrates the obtained 

results for these ductility parameters in every structure’s analyses effectuated. Afterwards, we 

present figure 7 which helps to a better interpretation of the obtained results. 
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Table 4 – Ductility parameters obtained in the accomplished analyses 
 

Name of the 

earthquake 
Maximumµ  imumminµ  mediumµ  ε  

El Centro 2.75 1.63 1.89 1.11 

Chi-Chi 68 3.59 1.42 2.12 2.17 

Imperial Valley 3.31 1.59 2.10 1.72 

San Fernando 4.53 2.06 2.67 2.46 

LomaPrieta 3.65 2.03 2.92 1.63 

Northridge 3.21 1.53 1.96 1.69 

Chi-Chi 28 2.44 1.54 1.84 0.90 

Kobe 2.50 1.87 2.11 0.63 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7 – Distribution of the ductility parameters according to the seismic action 

 

 

The following figures aim to illustrate, as an example, the variation of the ductility requirements 

in structure’s height to two earthquakes. The ductility requirements concerned to the 

dimensioned earthquake El Centro and the near-fault earthquake San Fernando. 
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Figure 8 – Ductility requirements by floor in the structure when this is submitted to the  

El Centro earthquake 
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Figure 9 - Ductility requirements by floor in the structure when this is submitted to the  

San Fernando earthquake 

 

 

Complementing the prior data and being able to have a general perception of how these 

requirements are influenced along the floors, according to the seismic action considered in the 

analysis, the next figure presents the ductility’s requirements environments in height obtained 

for all the seismic actions.  
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Figure 10 – Ductility requirements involving at structure floors for all seismic actions on study 
 

 

The earthquake-base El Centro presents, in average, low ductility requirements, thus giving an 

indicator of the reasonable distribution along the height of the ductility requirements, expectable 

situation because the structure was dimensioned for the actuation of this earthquake. However, 

it presents a maximum of 2.75. Another important aspect of the influence of this earthquake in 

the structure in study, is the parameterε , that even not being particularly high in this action, 

exhibits variability of ductility according to the floor that one considers in height, refuting in this 

way the hypothesis that the ductility’s requirements could be uniform in height. 

Analysing the obtained results for the near-fault earthquakes, it is easier to conclude that these 

actions are the ones that induce higher ductility requirements in the structure, as much in 

maximum value as in the level of its variation in height. One confirm that important changes at 

the level of accelerations distribution in the earthquake acelerogram, namely acceleration peaks 

or acelerogram zones where the accelerations present values that keep themselves with the 

same signal during a period of significative time, induce in the structure ductility requirements 

substantially different from those obtained for the earthquake-base. We have to give particular 

attention to San Fernando earthquake because, in this case, the maximum ductility is by far the 

highest of all the actions studied and the medium ductility stays in second place between all 

those obtained for this parameter. These situations are exclusively result of the accelerations 

existence whose values keep themselves with the same signal during a significative period of 
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time in the acelerogram, that is, although the Chi-Chi 68 and the Imperial Valley earthquakes 

present ductility values seriously elevated when compared to the action-base due to the 

existence of a accelerations peak in their acelerograms, the values presented by San 

Fernando’s earthquake are still higher. In this way, one makes noteworthy the important 

influence that the type of seismic action induces in the ductility’s requirements of a structure, 

namely actions whose behaviour is the impulsive character. 

LomaPrieta earthquake is characterized by a propagation of its seismic waves in coherent hard 

soil, which amplifies substantially the spectral accelerations of the high frequencies, which has 

as a consequence the increase of the participation in the structure’s answer of the superior 

vibration modes, obtaining for this seismic action the bigger medium ductility and the second 

bigger maximum ductility, between all the actions studied.  

In this manner, one understands that soils that have the characteristic of increasing the weight 

in the answer of the structure of superior vibration modes can significatively influence the 

ductility’s requirements.  

This hypothesis is corroborated by the obtained results for the LomaPrieta earthquake as by the 

obtained results for the Northridge earthquake. The seismic waves of the Northridge earthquake 

are propagated in coherent medium soil, that due to its characteristics induce, like in 

LomaPrieta earthquake, an amplification of the participation in the structure’s response of the 

superior vibration modes, although in a more modest way. Yet, observing the obtained results 

for this earthquake, one can verify a pretty high maximum ductility and ductility variation in 

height pretty considerable. 

It’s easier to understand that seismic actions, whose soils present characteristics that are able 

to amplify the participation in the structure’s response of the superior vibration modes (coherent 

hard and medium soils), has direct consequences in the increasing of the structure ductility’s 

requirements.  

Earthquakes that don’t have the capacity to amplify the participation in the structure’s response 

of the superior vibration modes, and that are not characterized for presenting an impulsive 

character, as it happens in the near-fault earthquakes, present maximum ductilities and 

variations in the ductility’s requirements of the same order of greatness or even inferior as the 

presented by the El Centro earthquake. This is the case of the Chi-Chi 28 and Kobe’s 

earthquakes, whose seismic waves propagate themselves in coherent soft and incoherent soils 

(respectively) and whose obtained results are, in the first case, similar to those obtained for the 

action-base and, in the second case, of an inferior greatness. Thus, one concludes that 

earthquakes, whose soils these propagate, only influence the very low frequencies of the 

structure, and doesn’t have significative consequences in terms of ductility’s requirements for 

this. In the meantime, is necessary to be present that this conclusion only makes sense 

because the structure was designed for an action with energy predominance in the lower 

frequencies.  
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6. Conclusions 
 
The primary conclusion of the present study to retain is that seismic actions which present an 

impulsive character, that due to the proximity of its epicentre regarding the localization of the 

structure, has as a particularity the induction of sudden and high displacements in the soil 

characterized for being resembled to impulses (near-fault earthquakes), present ductility’s 

requirements superior to those obtained for seismic actions with vibratory character, namely the 

action-base that serve to initially dimensioned the structure.  

Relatively to the seismic actions with vibratory character (distant earthquakes), if the soils where 

these propagate present characteristics that can amplify the participation in the structure’s 

answer of the superior vibration modes (coherent hard and medium soils), has as a 

consequence a increase of the structure ductility requirements.  
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